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Programme and Diary Dates

Date
12th & 13th
September

Event
Coombe Abbey “Festival of Crafts”

20th September Hands On
4th October

Castle Bromwich Hall Gardens-Apple
Day

18th October

Jennie Starbuck Demonstration

15th November AGM and Hands On
Castle Bromwich Hall Gardens29th November Christmas Event
Mick Hanbury Demonstration and
6th December Christmas Lunch

Demonstration days start at 9.15 am and conclude
around 4.30 pm. (Setting up from 8.30 am)
Hands On days start at 9.30 am and conclude about
4.00 pm.

Hands On Day 20th September
In attendance:
Steve Heeley
(see Chairman’s and Hands On Co-ordinator’s
comments)
Bring blanks for use or buy them from:

Dates for 2016:
The programme for 2016 is being finalised, and dates
for club meetings will be published as soon as available.

English Hardwoods
(who will be at the club on 20th September)

Annual General Meeting:
10am. 15th November 2015.
Notice is given of the above meeting, which will
take place at Water Orton.
Any proposals or nominations for the Committee
should be sent to the Secretary by 1st November
2015.

Water Orton Railway Station Bridge Works.
The work has recently meant that the bridge at the
station has been closed . Although it is not expected that it will be closed on 20th September,
members should either check to see what the situation is, or use an alternative route.

West Midlands Woodturners is a company limited by guarantee.
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Chairman's Comments:

I always look forward to seeing Les Thorne and he did not disappoint with his Demo on the
16th August. I will not go into any detail as there is a report elsewhere in this newsletter.
There were 37 members and 5 visitors with 2 more visitors coming in to have a look later in
the afternoon. I am hoping that our visitors will be back to see us again and decide to become members.
The Chairman’s Challenge table attracted 10 excellent entries, this was lower than usual but
I am sure that numbers will grow as we all get back from our holidays.
The Display Table was well supported with probably the best show of work this year.
Thank you to everyone that supported the raffle with a generous £60.
It was good to see some members with us that have not for a while. I hope to see you all
again in September
On the 4th August I helped Ken Beresford, Steve Simmons and John Hooper to partition off
the extra storage that we have gained at the school. This involved removing a row of
benches that were bolted to the floor and moving the door and frame to make our new storage area secure. We also built in some shelving for school equipment. There is still more
work to be done but this extra storage is very welcome.
10 WMWT members attended the AWGB Seminar at Loughborough University over the
weekend of the 7th to the 9th August. This was an enjoyable weekend and I would recommend everyone to consider attending the next one in two years time.
There are now posters promoting the club in 2 shops and the library in Water Orton, I am
looking for other sites in adjacent areas.
I have arranged for Steve Heeley to come to our hands on meeting on the 20 th September.
There is more on this further on in this newsletter
14 members have volunteered to help at Coombe Abbey Festival of Crafts.
The address and other information is available in this newsletter.
-------------------------------oo---------------------------------A magician was working on a cruise ship in the Caribbean. The audience was different each week so
he did same tricks over and over.
The problem was, the captain's parrot saw all the shows and began to understand how the magician
did every trick.
He started shouting in the middle of the show: 'Look, it's not the same hat. Look, he's hiding the flowers under the table. Hey, why are all the cards the ace of spades?' The magician was furious but, as
it was the captain's parrot, he could do nothing. Then one day the ship sank and the magician found
himself floating on a piece of wood with the parrot.
They glared at each other but said nothing. Finally, after a week, the parrot said: 'OK, I give up.
Where's the boat?'

Cliff
Website: http://www.wmwoodturners.org.uk
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Coombe Abbey Festival of Crafts
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Saturday 12th and Sunday 13th September 2015
Coombe Country Park,
Brinklow Road,
Coventry,
CV3 2AB
If using the M6 you will leave at Junction 2.

We have 14 volunteers over the 2 days which means that everyone should have chance to do
their stint on the stand and still have plenty of time to look around show. Please try to arrive
by 9am if you are coming for the full day. This is a new set up this year so I am not sure
how it will work for space. As far as I am aware there will be three clubs and one pyrographer in a tent 20ft x 40ft.
If you have items for commission sales they must have a price sticker and details must be
entered on sales sheet before start of day.
All sales must go through club to satisfy the terms of our insurance.
Commission will be deducted and balance paid to maker at next available meeting.
It is important for visitors to be able to get in so don’t congregate in club space if not actually
working on sales tables or lathe. We will sort out the rota as we go through the day.
Hope to see you there, enjoying the show and supporting your club.

Website: http://www.wmwoodturners.org.uk
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Demonstration Review: Les Thorne
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By Brian Goodall
Les introduced himself and said that he was a production
turner. He said that the underlying theme of his demonstration
would be texturing and colouring.
The first piece he was going to turn would be a peppermill. He
talked about the different types of mill that are available and said that he had
found that the crush grind mills were the best and that ceramic ones were best
for salt. He said that long mills were unsuitable for a dining table as they were
easily knocked over. He only made one size. It was important to note that as
the two parts of the mill were held together with a spring clip, they should not
be filled too full or the weight will cause the bottom to fall off.
Les said that he liked to use sycamore for his mills but it should have ripple markings as
these gave some character to the finished article, as can be seen in the photograph above .
The ripples are caused during the life of the tree by the weight of the tree.
Les showed the piece of timber from which he was to make the mill. He
had already drilled the sample as can be seen here. He talked about the order in which the holes had been drilled to take mill mechanism. First a
43mm hole had been drilled to a depth of 19mm, then a 38mm hole to a
depth of 53mm, and finally a 28mm hole all the way through. A groove needs to be cut at the
bottom of the 38mm hole to take the catchers on the mechanism body.
The body was then mounted on the lathe
using tapered drives to give a friction drive.
The piece was turned to a round and tapered
with the larger end at the chuck (this was the
end with the 43mm. hole).
A bead was formed on the large end and painted black using a spray
can.
Les gave some tips on spray painting - do not hold spray too close to
the work; if you need to spray a large area, warm the can in warm water, however this will make the can empty quicker. Get the best finish
you can with the tool because sanding is the stainer's worst enemy as
the scratches left by the sand-paper will show up as dark marks when stained.
The block to be used as the top was mounted in the lathe. The top already had the mechanism fitted and this had a pentagonal hole in it
which was used to drive the top. The top was turned to a round and the
top surface was turned to a dome shape. A spigot was turned on the
other end and then a bead was formed. these were sanded and the ends
were then sprayed black. The piece was then cut back to give the ends
more definition.
Les said that he did use colour sometimes, but only to preserve the colour of the wood; for
example:- he would give purple heart a light purple stain. Sometimes he uses methylated
Website: http://www.wmwoodturners.org.uk
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spirit (meths) to open up the grain, you can use water but then you have to wait for the
piece to dry. The rippled timber was needed to give a good effect as the stain soaks into
some parts more than others. Vegetable stains can turn brown, spirit stains are more stable.
The mill was then assembled and mounted on the lathe. A blue
spirit stain was applied to the body of the piece. If the spirit stain
goes onto the black it will not show. The darkest colour is always
put on first. It was then rubbed with a rag to remove the excessive stain. It was then cut back and then a lighter colour was applied, in this case yellow, and this had the effect of making it
green. It was necessary to make it kitchen proof so a coat of
acrylic sanding sealer was applied. This was rubbed down with a
Webrax pad. A gloss acrylic lacquer was then sprayed on. 10-15
coats of this would be applied, 1/2 hour between the first two
coats and then after that every 1-2 hours. When complete the
mechanism would be fitted. If using oil finishes always cut back after each coat.
Les's next piece was a box as shown in the photograph, made from Ash and
Steamed Pear. A block of ash was mounted between centres and a dovetail
spigot was turned on each end. One end was mounted in the chuck and the
middle marked.
A groove was put on the middle mark and the block parted off on in
the centre of the groove. The end was opened up using the spindle
gouge at 11 o'clock.
Les demonstrated this very effectively by using a pencil with a magnet on the end which he fitted into the flute of the chisel. He showed
how the flute was opened out as the hole was opened. He then showed
how the pimple in the bottom is formed and then how not to do it. It
happens when the tool is pushed in. He used a push cut to give a finer
finish. He then used a scraper and he said to use it as if you were taking a coat of paint off. The other piece was hollowed in the same way.
The piece was reversed in the chuck and the body
turned to a conic shape and then brushed with a soft
copper brush and sprayed with black paint.
When dry, a gilt cream was applied with gloved fingers
rubbing the cream into the grain. The excess was removed by rubbing with a paste wax.

The other end was turned to the same shape by using a Jam chuck as
the spigot would be seen and could not be used to hold the piece.

Website: http://www.wmwoodturners.org.uk
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This piece was textured by using a rotary tool. The
hairy fronds left by the texturing were burnt off by
using a blow torch.
A fibre brush in a drill was then used to remove
the burnt bits. The piece was sprayed to raise any
remaining fibres and then re-brushed. It was then
sprayed with black paint. After the paint had
dried, the piece was then brushed with gilt cream
using a short stiff brush only on the raised parts.
The piece was sanded to remove the paint from
the high points leaving them white, which looked
good, but wouldn’t stay white for long. Only two
woods will stay white :- American Holly and Canadian White Maple. The piece was then painted
with red and green spirit based paints by dabbing with a cloth. It was
then painted all over with yellow paint. Les said that texturing works
better on good shapes, and a lacquer spray finish would then be applied.

The piece of pear to be used for the central ring was mounted between centres, turned round

and a spigot put on. The piece was put in the chuck and the end faced off. The end was cut
out to fit the end of the end-piece that had been held in the chuck. These two parts were to
be glued together, so the fit needs to be fairly tight; the depth of the cut should match the
depth of the spigot. The hole in the centre ring should match the hole in the end. The end
was fitted and the outside of the ring was turned down to match the outside of the end. A
cove was turned on the outside of the ring.
The ring was turned and the jaws of the chuck were expanded into the
ring. The end was faced off. The inside was turned so that the hole
had parallel sides. The end was recessed to fit the other end piece, the
fit should be a pop-off. The end was fitted and the ring turned down
to match the end. The ring was sanded and given a wax finish.

Les then showed us how to turn a brass button for the end of
the pepper-mill. The piece of brass was mounted in the chuck
and a round-nosed hollowing tool was used to shape the brass
taking only small cuts. After “sanding” with 320 grit it was finished with a “Fibrax” pad, and a paper towel and burnishing
cream. It was then fitted to the pepper-mill.
Website: http://www.wmwoodturners.org.uk
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Les finished his demonstration by turning a
goblet from a piece of wet wood. The piece was
mounted between centres. A bowl gouge was
used to turn the piece to shape, using a series of
cuts that gave a Chinese lantern effect.
The outside was roughed to a tapered shape with
the narrow end at the tailstock end. A spigot was
turned on the tailstock end. The piece was reversed in the lathe the natural edge was defined
and the end was hollowed out to the depth required.
A light was mounted on the tailstock and with
the lights turned off it was possible to see the
light through the bowl. Les continued to turn the
outside of the bowl, he did this until he could
feel the bowl flexing away from the edge of the
tool.
The rest of the piece was turned to form a stem and base and parted
off.

Finally Les looked at several items on the display table and gave helpful critique of the
pieces.

I found this a very interesting and informative demonstration which seemed to pass all too
quickly.

Website: http://www.wmwoodturners.org.uk
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Novice Group (4 entries): Foot Massager
1st Place: Paul Brown

2nd Place: Dave Reynolds

3rd Place: Les Wilkes

Intermediate Group (1 entry): Apple and Pear
1st Place: Malcolm Edwards

Advanced Group (5 entries): Apple and Pear
1st Place: Tim Davies

2nd Place: Steve Simmons

3rd Place: Malcolm Thorpe

Chairman’s Challenge for September:

All groups: A Christmas Decoration

Website: http://www.wmwoodturners.org.uk
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Display Table: August

Website: http://www.wmwoodturners.org.uk
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AWGB International Seminar

As the Chairman has stated 10 of our members (nearly 20%!) attended this event. Bob Rimmer (who also won
first prize in the raffle) has written 2 articles about the demonstrations he saw and took many photos of the
instant gallery.
Nick Agar (UK)
Multi-centred wall sculpture:
I have attempted wall sculpture based on the techniques demonstrated by Keith
Lanchester, using a screw chuck centrally and in off centre positions. Nick Agar also
used this system in the AWGB seminar demo.
He attached his blank onto a piece of MDF with hot melt glue, with the MDF screwed
to a face plate. He advised a minimum of 6 screws. To achieve the off centre positions
he merely removed and re-positioned his blank on the faceplate by small distances i.e. 10mm or so off centre. He advised low speeds around 300 rpm and that at least
60% of the MDF should be on contact with the face plate.
Nick used a range of techniques to decorate: a decorating “elf”, liming wax (applied
by using a carefully folded cloth) and airbrushes with concentrated paints. He also
used an angle grinder to produce shallow lines and a “Proxxon” type carving tool.
He stressed that the original centre feature should be cut deeper into the blank than any
later features to prevent damage to it.
This was a brilliantly presented demonstration.

Marcel van Berkel (Holland)
Sculptured Vase:
Marcel lives on a small island off the coast of Holland. He frequently draws his inspiration from his environment and only uses local timber. His island, ironically, is not affected by Dutch Elm Disease and he used locally sourced (to him) Elm.
Having mounted the elm he roughed the bank shaping the outside as he did so.
He then hollowed out leaving a series of equally spaced (approximately) internal ridges.
He then cut through the outside removing a series of pieces with an angle grinder, using
the chuck’s indexing system.
Then, using a blow torch he burned the outside. He used a damp cloth to extinguish any
glowing embers, and tidied up the outside with a wire brush in a power drill. He cleaned
the interior with a hand held wire brush.
He then coloured the outside edges of the holes with an airbrush and spirit paint.
Oddly, it was the vapour from the spirit paint which set off the fire alarm, not the smoke
generated earlier!

Website: http://www.wmwoodturners.org.uk
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Instant Gallery Photos

By Bob Rimmer

Website: http://www.wmwoodturners.org.uk
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Hands On Day 20th September

From the Chairman:
Steve Heeley
I have arranged for Steve Heeley to come to our hands on meeting on the 20th September.
This is a new initiative for the club so we will have to learn and adapt as we go through the
day. I must stress that all of the normal hands on activity will be available and this will be in
addition to them and not instead of.
I expect these sessions to be mainly spindle turning as bowl turning will be covered at the
January 2016 meeting. I am hoping that we will be able to offer as many of you as possible
sessions of 20 to 30 minutes.
This is a chance for members of all levels to receive advice from an excellent professional
turner and teacher.
If you are an absolute beginner you will still be catered for.
We will set up a rota so put your name down to take advantage of this opportunity.
There will be some blanks and tools available but please feel free to bring your own if you
want.
From The Hands On Co-ordinator, Phil Stevenson
Our next Hands On Day on September 20th will be rather special and a little bit different in
that we will be welcoming professional turner Steve Heeley for the day. Steve will be available throughout the day to do mini tuition sessions lasting 20 - 30 minutes for any member
who wishes to take advantage of his skills and experience. Want some advice on skew use,
bowl design, end grain turning? This is a unique opportunity and something we have
never done before! Projects or techniques can take any form you choose. Feel free to bring
along your tools, timber or half finished projects; timber blanks will be available on the day
but please make a contribution for any club wood you use - we have had to buy most of it!
As well as Steve's Hands On Tuition, there will be ample opportunity to chat and turn on the
club lathes as usual. Check out Steve's website to see his work and get ready to ask him
HOW?! http://www.steveheeley.co.uk/index.html If you want a mini session with Steve,
please let Phil Stevenson know either by email phil@stvnsn.co.uk or as early as you can on
the day.
Technical words

At a recent meeting, I was asked by a member if I knew what a particular descriptive word was used by a demonstrator when he was talking about surface light reflection on or because of rippling in wood such as Sycamore. I was not able to attend that demo, so the only clue that I had was that the word began with an “S”.
Off to the dictionary - nothing there beginning with “S”. Google was the next stop, but again nothing beginning
with “S”, so what now? I tried “SH” - not much surprise about what Google responded with!
Then, I thought, is the word of English origin, so I tried French origin- “CH”, and bingo - what came up was
“Chatoyance” defined as (in woodworking):
Chatoyancy can be used to refer to an effect in wood, where certain finishes will cause the wood grain to
achieve a striking three-dimensional appearance; this can also be called pop-the-grain, wood iridescence,
moiré, vibrancy, shimmer or glow. This effect is often highly sought after, and is sometimes referred to as "wet
look", since wetting wood with water often displays the chatoyancy, albeit only until the wood dries. Oil finishes, epoxy, and shellac can strongly bring out the "wet look" effect.
Hope that this answers the query. John H
Website: http://www.wmwoodturners.org.uk
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Sale Items:

Cam Vac 486 Twin Motor 4” piping 200ltr drum dust extractor
Connected to workshop extraction system with 5 point blast gate protected extraction
positions.
Can be seen in situ.
The lot £250.
Contact ex member Alf Horton 01827 718106, or Brian Gibbs can give you info &
directions.
-----------------------------oo--------------------------Wood Turning Starter Kit

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Record DML 24X Lathe -- 125mm centre height, 600mm+ between centres.
Record RP3000 Power chuck -- 7x jaw sets, 4x 1MT centres + drill chuck, in fitted storage
box.
12 Marples turning tools -- skew chisels, spindle gouges, bowl gouge, and scrapers (one unhandled).
1 sharpening jig.
Powerline hobby 3 wheel bandsaw, 2 speed, max cut 50mm thick, with 6 new blades.

£295.00 ono

Peter Timms

01543 304031 or at WMWT club meetings

Deadline for October edition for articles, reports and
photos:

30th September 2015

Please send materials for the newsletter to :
Secretary@wmwoodturners.org.uk
If you want to send paper based materials, give me a
ring on 0121 354 8464 to make arrangements.
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